The dentate gyrus as a control point for seizures in the hippocampus and beyond.
Considerable in vitro work has pointed to a resistance of dentate gyrus granule cells for expressing epileptiform paroxysms. However, in vivo work has shown that these neurons, under appropriate conditions, support and sustain seizure discharges. This range of activity of granule cells, along with their location in the middle of a pathway that connects hippocampal regions with high propensities for generating seizures, allows the dentate gyrus to act as a critical regulator of seizures. In the following report we review experiments on a stereotyped, robust paroxysmal discharge, maximal dentate activation (MDA), that occurs in granule cells, and we examine the role of MDA in reinforcing seizures in hippocampal circuits. In addition, work is presented that indicates MDA regulates seizures at sites beyond the hippocampus and its connections. Other studies that examine morphological and functional changes in the local circuits of granule cells and other neurons in the dentate gyrus in different models of epilepsy are discussed. We conclude that the dentate gyrus functions in several modes during seizures, even in the naive brain, and that in chronic epilepsy alterations take place that provide an even greater diversity of functional capabilities. Explicating these heterogeneous conditions will provide important insight into basic mechanisms of seizures and epileptogenesis.